children's books for DeeAnn Schumacher. This classic Christmas story introduces an adorable family of hedgehogs. She resides in North Dakota with her husband of over 25 years.

flying reindeer come to his aid, and an epic battle between good and evil is waged in the frosty Christmas skies. By ... and inspirational, The Christmas Chronicles is a beguiling tale destined to become a holiday favorite for the ages.

gifts on children at Christmas and to court the delightful Anna, who enters his life on a sleigh driven by the reindeer ... by the envious Rolf Eckhof, who will stop at nothing to subvert him. But in the end, Santa s magic is at last unleashed,

inspiring story of commitment and faith, and a moving love story. It all starts in 1343, when the child Klaus is orphaned ... by the wood worker who carves toys for the children of the village, but is also the best friend of the beastly forest elf, Rolf Eckhof.

The Legend of the Poinsettia In this new holiday classic, Tim Slover crafts a marvelous, magical novel about how Santa ... again in the magic of the season. Snow is falling, and the clock ticks toward midnight on Christmas Eve while countless

troublesome horde of goblins who lived in the caves beneath the house, and many more. No reader, young or old, can fail to be charmed by Tolkien s inventiveness in this classic holiday treat.

Pole: how the reindeer got loose and scattered presents all over the place; how the accident-prone North Polar Bear ... how there were wars with the
time, the fiendish gnome of the forest and his wily twin, the Pulse Gnome, who are bent on emptying Santa s sack of
captivating picture book is illustrated by New York Times bestselling illustrator Richard Cowdrey, written by Dandi Daley...
The Legend of the Christmas Stocking
An Inspirational Story of A Wish Come True
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Her Birthday Gift Came From Above
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Little Jean How The Fir Tree Became The Christmas Tree
The Magi In The West
A Cowboy of Legend
No greater teaching force has ever been discovered than the story and none has ever lived who used the themes so effectively and truly as the story of Jesus. When all that have ever been written or told none are so dear to us as the stories and legends which center in His birth.

The Legend of the Christmas Kiss
"This softcoverbook is filled with a collection of stories, traditions, and folklore of the holiday season. They are artfully displayed with a heading, illustration, and legend, symbol, or tradition explanation,"--Publisher web site.

Partner Dan Murphy comes a holiday story unlike any told before. With all the richness of classic folklore, they’ve woven a tale of bravery, love and magic. Whatever you thought you knew about Christmas—think again.

The Legend of the Christmas Tree
From Parks and Recreation star Aubrey Plaza and creative partner Dan Murphy comes the perfect gift for the holiday season and beyond! Gather round the fire to hear a Christmas legend that has never been told before. On this particular Christmas Eve, it was so foggy on the river that even Nicollette’s magical boat couldn’t navigate. Well, “quicker than a snake’s strike, the clever Cajun people come up with a solution that saves the day. A colorfully inventive story, with a lesson in fast thinking, as well as a witty introduction to a part of America that’s rich in folklore and legend.

The Spider Who Saved Christmas
A strange story of a strange country where old superstition still plays a major role. The space is at stake. If all goes well, the Christmas Wonder happens once again, and the coming year promises good and bright. But the Christmas demons are on the verge of sabotaging the Christmas Wonder, and instead creating chaos and disaster. They choose the most beautiful young woman in the country to them, after she has been celebrated like a movie star as this year’s Christmas Queen. But when rats attempt to attack baby Jesus that night, Jacob chases them away, only to become injured. As he limps away, a timeless Christmas legend is born. In this inspirational children’s book, a little dachshund who witnesses the birth of Jesus to save him from danger receives his own miracle.

The Legend of Papa Noel
Because Befana’s household chores kept her from finding the Baby King, she searches to this day, leaving gifts for children on the Feast of the Three Kings. Deacon Brannock is determined to make a difference. On this particular Christmas Eve, it’s so foggy on the river that even Nicollette’s magical boat couldn’t navigate. Well, “quicker than a snake’s strike, the clever Cajun people come up with a solution that saves the day. A colorfully inventive story, with a lesson in fast thinking, as well as a witty introduction to a part of America that’s rich in folklore and legend.

The Legend of the Christmas Ship
It’s time for a new generation to become Legend. Deacon Brannock is determined to make a difference. On this particular Christmas Eve, it’s so foggy on the river that even Nicollette’s magical boat couldn’t navigate. Well, “quicker than a snake’s strike, the clever Cajun people come up with a solution that saves the day. A colorfully inventive story, with a lesson in fast thinking, as well as a witty introduction to a part of America that’s rich in folklore and legend.

The Legend of Mistletoe and the Christmas Kittens
Around the world Santa Claus has many names. But in a deep, swampy backwater, he’s known as Papa Noël. His sleds or reindeer, so Papa Noël rides the river in a boat that’s pulled by eight alligators, with a snowy white one named Papa. At every stop, his helpers gather up all the gifts and load them into cypress trees, and Papa is desperate to get all the gifts to the little children. Well, “quicker than a snake’s strike, the clever Cajun people come up with a solution that saves the day. A colorfully inventive story, with a lesson in fast thinking, as well as a witty introduction to a part of America that’s rich in folklore and legend.

The Spider Who Saved Christmas
A strange story of a strange country where old superstition still plays a major role. The space is at stake. If all goes well, the Christmas Wonder happens once again, and the coming year promises good and bright. But the Christmas demons are on the verge of sabotaging the Christmas Wonder, and instead creating chaos and disaster. They choose the most beautiful young woman in the country to them, after she has been celebrated like a movie star as this year’s Christmas Queen. But when rats attempt to attack baby Jesus that night, Jacob chases them away, only to become injured. As he limps away, a timeless Christmas legend is born. In this inspirational children’s book, a little dachshund who witnesses the birth of Jesus to save him from danger receives his own miracle.

The Legend of the Christmas Queen
Thirty of Hans Christian Andersen’s most cherished stories in single volumes. These stories are popular all over the world, these fairytales hold stories of great value and are a source of inspiration for both young and old.
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